**Nouns Used as Indirect Objects**

A noun or pronoun used as an indirect object tells to whom or for whom something was done. Only sentences that already have a direct object can have an indirect object. Let’s look at an example:

*The little boy sang the crowd a song.*

In this sentence, the verb shows the action “sang.” The noun “song” is the direct object because it tells what the boy sang. The noun “crowd” is the indirect object because it shows to whom the boy sang a song.

In each sentence below, underline the verb that shows the action, circle the direct object that receives the action, and make a check mark above the indirect object.

1. The teacher wrote the principal a letter.
2. The students gave the teacher their homework.
3. The chef cooked the customers a meal.
4. The worker built the man a garden shed.
5. My sister painted our grandmother a picture.
6. The teacher taught the students an algebra lesson.
7. The bakery sold the restaurant its bread.
8. The musician played the audience his trumpet.
9. Casey threw his dog a bone.
10. The farmer sent the market his corn.
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